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Hellcrashers is an RPG where players take the role of
people that raid Hell through hidden gates to bring the
damned back to the world we live in.

CHARACTER GENERATION
STEP ONE: Character Concept
Come up with a character concept. This is the character
you’ll be playing, try to make them interesting enough
that you’ll want to stay with them through their
probably short hellcrashing career.
Ingnatius Krup grew up a stuttering, meek child on some
pretty dangerous streets. He joined a gang at the age of
13 where he was tolerated, but was unable to
distinguish himself. That is, until he started lifting
cars. Behind the wheel and in control of enough
horsepower, he was a demon and a hero.
He stumbled on his first door at the height of a highspeed chase and, simultaneously became a bit of a
celebrity among the hellbent as very first person known
to have driven a car into Hell itself...and back out again.

STEP TWO: Motivation
Hellcrashing is dangerous and sleazy. No one does it
without reason. Choose why your character would
choose to risk their very soul. The motivations have
been numbered, allowing you to roll a single D6 to
randomize your motivation.
Adventure. What greater thrill could there be? There is
nothing more dangerous, scarier or more exciting. It's a
given that everyone who Hellcrashes is not right in the
head; at least your crazy is straightforward. Every thrilljunkie works so hard to taste the merest hint of this
pure unadulterated rush.
Discovery. Other dimensions exist and are
accessible. What scientist could resist? This is the
brave, new frontier and you are going be the one to
map it. Maybe the world isn't ready to know. Maybe it
never will be, but that won't stop you from recording

and collating and analyzing the data. This can also be
profitable as well. In a culture where the right
information just might mean you won't spend eternity
stapled to a wall of nettles, the right info can net some
solid cash.
Guilt. You don't like yourself too much. You've done
some things of which you aren't too proud. Maybe you
know where you belong and keep going for as long as
you can stand it, until the day when you can just
stay. Maybe you're on a new path and need to remind
yourself what happens if you go back to your old ways.
Money. Somehow, you stumbled into this secret
world. You never had much in the way of useful skills,
you never held onto a job for very long and now people
are willing to pay you big money (as you reckon it). Why
shouldn't you profit? You've done other dangerous jobs
for less pay before and the IRS doesn't take a penny
from these wages.
Prestige. Your feel obligated to return to the Down
Below again and again. Perhaps you have a complex
religious reason to see it done or made some
promise. Maybe you came to crashing at a young age
and this is really all you know. It has become a point of
pride and honor despite the rather unsavory nature of
the whole affair.
Searching. You need to find someone or something. A
special place that can fix your Big Problem. A special
person that you just can't find. One day you'll find it, if
you keep looking.
While Ignatius would claim he crashes for the money, his
real motive is acceptance. He has tasted a bit of
celebrity among crashers and is eager for more.
Ignatius has the Motivation: Prestige.
1 Adventure
2 Discovery
3 Guilt
4 Money
5 Prestige
6 Searching
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STEP THREE: Sin
Each Hellcrasher stands a little closer to their darkest
moment once they’ve gone Down Below. One’s Sin is
the principal failure in that character’s morality. This is
the place where the character is most likely to be
tempted to harm others. For those that would rather
just roll randomly, Roll two identifiably different D6s,
declaring one to be the 1st die before rolling.
Adoration. The need to be loved and worshiped at all
costs. Lying to scuttle an ex-lover’s current relationship
is a sin of adoration.
Apathy. The lack of value in fellow human
beings. Ignoring your co-worker’s deepening
depression and “cries for help” because you just don’t
care is a sin of apathy.

1st Die
1 Inaction
2 Control
3 Passion
4 Domination
5 Jaded
6 Rabble

2nd Die
(1-3) Apathy
(1-2) Possession
(5-6) Submission
(1-2) Adoration
(5-6) Indulgence
(1-3) Possession
(1-2) Adoration
(5-6) Indulgence
(1-2) Cowardice
(5-6) Submission

(4-6) Cowardice
(3-4) Power
(3-4) Hatred
(4-6) Power
(3-4) Apathy
(3-4) Hatred

Ignatius is probably a bit susceptible to both Cowardice
and Possession to some degree, but his desperate need
to belong could most easily lead him to evil acts.
Ignatius has the Sin: Submission.

STEP FOUR: Qualities
Cowardice: Fearful inaction against evil. Pretending not
to notice the suspicious bruises on the thighs of the 8year old next door because of the possible
embarrassment if you are wrong is a sin of cowardice.
Hatred: The impulse to repel or harm other people.
Intimidating your new neighbors because they are Asian
is a crime of hatred.
Indulgence: A destructive pursuit of pleasure. Buying
your weekly allotment of weed instead of buying your
child some badly-needed school clothes would be a sin
of indulgence.
Possession: The drive to own without fair
compensation. Stealing a cool new jacket is a sin of
possession.
Power: Evil dominance, and a desire to be
feared. Bullying the unathletic kid in you high school is
a sin of power.
Submission: The compulsion to subvert one’s own will
to that of an evil authority, be it a person or group. The
desire to be controlled can overwhelm fundamental
aspects of morality. Threatening to kill someone
because they criticize your religion is a sin of
submission.

Qualities are the traits that define your character’s
abilities and limitations. The qualities are: Aim,
Athletics, Brawn, Education, Luck, Perception, Persuade,
Presence, Reflex, Resolve, Streetwise, Survival and
Technology. Each quality has a value rating from 0 to 5.
Someone with a 0 in a trait is inept, while a 5 indicates
an authority in the field.
Quality
0 Inept
1 Poor
2 Typical
3 Talented
4 Professional
5 Authority
A. Cardinal Abilities
Your Cardinal Abilities are the qualities that most define
your character. These are the things your character
does best. Select two qualities. Your character will
begin the game as a “Professional” (4) in these qualities.
Ignatius is first and foremost a driver. His passion has
always been and continues to be behind the wheel of a
fast car.
The player of Ignatius asks his GM what you use to
hotwire a car. Streetwise (Intrusion) or Technology
(Mechanic). The GM decides Intrusion fits the bill
best. As a career criminal, he definitely needs several of
the specialties under Streetwise, so this as his
"Professional" level Quality makes a lot of sense.
Cardinal Abilities: Reflex, which is used to drive in
dangerous situations and Streetwise.
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B. Talents
Your Talents are lesser, but still significant abilities of
your character. Your character begins play with three
qualities of “Talented” (3) level.
Ignatius maintains and modifies his own vehicle, which
calls for some ability in Technology (Mechanics). He
occasionally has to run at high speeds from people with
badges and sticks which is covered by Athletics. He also
is fit and strong-bodied, which is represented by Brawn.

Ignatius chooses his specialties as Sprint, Toughness,
Bargain, Drive and Mechanics. From the qualities
Athletics, Brawn, Persuade, Reflex and Technology
respectively.

Quality

Specialties

Aim

Aimed, Called Shots, Throw

Athletics

Balance, Climb, Endurance, Leap, Sprint,
Swim

Brawn

Brawl, Melee, Strongman, Toughness

Education

Arts, First Aid, History, Literature,
Research, Science

Talents: Athletics, Brawn and Technology.
C. Weakness
This is the thing your character does badly. A character
is simply “Poor” (1) in this quality.
Ignatius still stumbles over his words and becomes
easily flustered in any verbal confrontation. He does his
speaking with his right foot and the sound of squealing
tires.

Luck
Perception

Details, Lie-Detector, Notice, Search

Weakness: Persuade.

Persuade

Charm, Deceive, Diplomacy, Interrogate

D. Typical Qualities
All other qualities are “Typical” (2) qualities

Presence

Etiquette, Intimidation, Seduction, Style

Reflex

Dodge, Drive, Fast

Resolve

Focus, Pain Tolerance, Resist Torture,
Stress Management

Streetwise

Contacts, Gossip, Intrusion, Pick Pockets,
Scrounge, Stealth

Survival

Hunting, Natural History, Navigation,
Stealth, Tracking

Technology

Computer, Jury-Rig, Mechanics, Sabotage

STEP FIVE: Specialties
Each quality has three to six possible specialties that can
be chosen to represent a narrow application of that
quality. When an actions in Hellcrashers uses a specialty
it will be written in a formula of “Quality (Specialty)”
such as: Reflex (Drive). A starting character has 5
specialties.
Specialties can be purchased to represent a character’s
focus within a quality. When rolling a quality within the
focus of a specialty a character possesses, the quality is
treated as if it were one higher rating.
Ignatius takes Reflex at 4 and specializes in Drive. When
making a Drive roll, he will roll 5 dice.
Specialties can be taken even within a poor quality. This
may be done to represent a part of said quality in which
the character is “typical” instead of “poor”. Inept
qualities can also have specialties, in which case,
relevant rolls are treated as “poor” (1 die).
While Ingnatius is not persuasive, he is reasonably able
to bargain with the various fences he routinely
patronizes.
Ignatius takes the Bargain specialty from Persuade and
will roll 2 dice when bargaining.
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STEP SIX: Superstitions
Hellcrashers are a superstitious lot to be sure. Each
hellcrasher needs to select two superstitions in addition
to The "H Word", which all crasher have. Each player
should have a total of three superstitions on their
character sheet. This does not mean they don't have
many more, most do. These are the superstitions that
are linked to your Fortune Points.
Should you violate any of your three superstitions, you
will lose some or all of you fortune points you
have. Should you be out of fortune and violate one of
your superstitions, there is no mechanical effect except
the GM should try to have some bad luck hit in the very
near future.
Flashlights running out of juice, finding you were sold
the wrong caliber of bullets and getting lost would all be
appropriate. As a note, being extra careful and doublechecking everything to avoid such consequences is not
only unfun for everyone else, but won't save your
character from the whammy anyway. It will just force
your GM to think up even nastier things to happen. It is,
however, understandable if you have the Obsessive
insanity.
While one should not feel restrained to the examples
listed here, when making up your own superstitions, use
them as a guideline.
Keep them vague and conceptually possible of
tempting the character. Taboos that rarely come up
should be avoided at all costs. "Can't wear green on
Thursday" would be a bad superstition.
Superstitions among crashers are not cutesy or
whimsical. "I have to hug my kitty first" just wrecks the
dramatic landscape. Don't do it.
Avoid anachronisms. Horseshoes are your grandpa's
superstition.
There is no such thing as a superstition that makes you
more badass. "I always gotta carry my Desert Eagle
everywhere" isn't a superstition, it's a preference...that
goes under the Equipment section of the character
sheet.
Don't take two of the same or nearly the same
superstition. Don't take two Lucky Charms or even
Good Luck and Macbeth together. Try to pick one that
could happen to you and one that is an action you
commit.
Have fun with your superstitions and try to use them
to develop your character.
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Superstitions that only affect you Topside or offcamera are pretty pointless. "I must ritually clean
myself after going Down Under" is an excellent
character quirk, but it won't really affect game play at
all.
Example Superstitions
The "H Word": Saying the word "Hell". A superstition
held universally among the Hellcrasher community.
-1 Fortune Point
3:00 AM: Every 3:00 AM if you are awake.
-1 Fortune Point
Black Cats: Encountering a black cat or dog or
something resembling one of them, even
marginally. -1 Fortune Point
Breaking a Mirror: Breaking any surface used for
reflection. - All Fortune Points.
Blue on Board: Having anything blue on any persons
(not just yourself) while on a mission.
-All Fortune Points
Death & Taxes: Going into Hell with any earthly debts.
-All Fortune Points
Friday: Every Friday. -1 Fortune Point
Killing a Ladybug: Killing any pretty animal or insect
(ladybugs, butterflies, cardinal birds) that does
not harm you or your possessions.
-1 Fortune Point
Killing a Spider in Your Home: Killing anything that is
of possible danger to you in your home or near
where you slept last. - All Fortune Points
Kosher: Consuming food or drink not prepared
according to specific, traditional custom. When
crashing, one is assumed to have prepared his
own rations, but losing his gear will be
disastrous. -All Fortune Points
Lucky Charm: Lose your lucky charm, even for a short
while. Though you can have more than one
lucky charm, you may only fill one superstition
requirement with charms. -1 Fortune Point
Opening an Umbrella Indoors: Using or testing a
device when there is little chance of it needing
use in that environment (Rope, Guns,
Flashlights, etc.) -1 Fortune Point
Pick Up a Penny Lying Face-Down: Moving anything
set or left in an inverted position (Coins, Boxes,
Corpses, etc.) -1 Fortune Point
Putting Shoes on a Table: Using anything designed for
the preparation, display or consumption of food
for any other purpose, even momentarily.
-1 Fortune Point
"Good Luck": Any mention of luck. -1 Fortune Point
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"Macbeth": Mentioning the name of someone who
suffered terribly due to crashing or failing to
perform some ritual (saying "God Rest Him" or
making the sign of the Cross) when someone
else mentions such a person. -1 Fortune Point
Magpie: Witnessing odd animal behavior or any
omenic events (Eclipses, Comets, etc.)
-1 Fortune Point
Mirror, Mirror: Looking into a mirror or other
reflective surface without making some
ritualistic facial movement like smiling, showing
teeth or sticking out your tongue.
- All Fortune Points

Murderers Belong to Hell: Accompanying a murderer
into or out of Hell. This penalty applies
immediately upon discovery of that mistake.
-All Fortune Points
Only the Dead Owe Nothing: Going into Hell with no
earthly debts. - All Fortune Points
Sinistral: Using your left hand for any purpose other
than cleaning oneself or tasks that can only be
performed with two hands. Tasks that can be
performed better with two hands, but could be
performed one-handed still incur a penalty.
-1 Fortune Point
Spilling Salt: Ruining any commodity (Salt, Gunpowder,
Water.) -1 Fortune Point.
Stepping on a Crack: Stepping on cracks or lines in the
walking surface (one loss per new walking s
urface). -1 Fortune Point
Strike a Match Three Times: Attempting to use or
activate any device or tool three or more times.
-1 Fortune Point
The Number 13: Encountering 13 (or 4 in some
cultures), or larger numbers made up of them
(1313, 44, etc.) -1 Fortune Point
Thirsty Blade: Sheathing a weapon without first using
it to draw blood. (-1 Fortune Point)
Walking Under a Ladder: Walking beneath anything
(including ceilings) with a reasonable potential
to drop items or debris down. -1 Fortune Point
Ignatius chooses “Strike a Match Three Times” and
"Good Luck" as his superstitions.
1st Die 2nd Die
1
(1) Blue on Board (2) Death & Taxes
(3-4) Murderers Belong to Hell
(5-6) Only the Dead Owe Nothing
2

(1-2) Black Cats (3) Killing a Ladybug
(4) Killing a Spider in Your Home (5-6) Magpie

3

(1-2) "Good Luck” (3) 3:00 AM
(4) The Number 13 (5-6) "Macbeth”

4

(1) Kosher (2-4) Lucky Charm (5) Friday
(6) Sinistral

5

6

(1) Breaking a Mirror (2) Mirror, Mirror
(3-4) Spilling Salt (5) Walking Under a Ladder
(6) Stepping on a Crack
(1-2) Opening an Umbrella Indoors
(3)Pick Up a Penny Lying Face-Down
(4)Putting Shoes on a Table
(5)Strike a Match Three Times (6)Thirsty Blade
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STEP Seven: Merits & Flaws
Some refinement in a hellcrasher’s abilities can be found
using both Merits and Flaws. Merits benefit the character
in ways not covered by their Qualities alone.
A new character may select three Merits or two merits
and one flaw at character creation.
Merits

Doctor
You may use your Education quality to apply surgery or
pharmacology. You must choose one when you take this
merit.
Requirements: Education 4, First Aid specialty
Fast Draw
You can draw a weapon and use it without suffering a
penalty to initiative (-1).

Ambidextrous
You can use either hand without the usual off-hand penalty
(-1 die).

Gambler
You may gain and keep Fortune equal to twice your Luck
quality. You still start with an amount equal to your Luck.
Requirements: Luck 4

Artisan
You can use your Technology quality to create works of art
or complex objects.
Ex. Carpentry, Forgery, Painting, Sculpture, etc.

Good Looking
Add +1 die to Persuade or Presence rolls, when your striking
good looks might benefit you.

Bounce Back
You heal damage at an accelerated speed. Each day you
heal your Brawn +1D6. When you are hospitalized, you heal
Brawn +2 +1D6 damage per day. When you roll to heal
Injuries, roll an additional D6 and select two dice to “keep”.
to determine healing times.
Brawler I
Your unarmed attacks have a damage rating of x2.
Requirements: Brawn 4 & Brawl specialty
Brawler II
Your unarmed attacks have a damage rating of x3.
Requirements: Brawn 5 & Brawler I
Dedicated I
You can bless a roll twice in a session instead of once
Requirements: Resolve 3
Dedicated II
You can bless a roll three times in a session.
Requirements: Resolve 4, Dedicated I
Defensive I
Any attacks aimed at you suffers a –1 penalty. If you could
not Dodge in the situation, this merit offers no benefit.
Requirements: Reflex 4 & Dodge specialty, Athletics 3
Defensive II
Any attacks aimed at you suffers a –2 penalty. If you could
not Dodge in the situation, this merit offers no benefit.
Requirements: Defensive I, Athletics 4
Disguise
You may use your Presence quality to hide your identity or
possibly even impersonate someone.
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Grappler
You win all ties in grappling and pinning contests against
anyone without the Grappler merit.
Requirements: Brawl specialty
Grizzled
You may choose after you roll which die was the 1st die and
which was 2nd when rolling up Injuries.
Hacker
You can use your Technology (Computer) quality to hack.
Requirements: Technology 3 & Computer specialty
Language
You are fluent in an additional language.
Money
You have a steady source of income and have a comfortable
lifestyle.
More Money
You have a substantial source of income and can afford
luxuries.
Requirements: Money
Night Owl
You can ignore one -1 penalty from lack of sleep and you
see well at nighttime.
Nondescript
You are easy to forget. Observers have -2 die to identify or
remember you.
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Merits (cont.)
Precise Combatant
You gain +1 die to hit when using a weapon within your
focus. Ex. Pistol, Rifle, Shotgun, SMG, Assault Rifle, Blunt,
Sword, etc. You must select which when you take this
merit.
Performer
You can use your Athletics or Presence quality to perform.
You must select one type of performance when you take
this merit.
Ex. Acrobatics , Acting, Dance, Instrument
Pilot
You can pilot a non-standard vehicle (plane, tank, etc.)
Quick
You win all ties in initiative contests against anyone without
the Quick merit.
Requirements: Initiative specialty

Vocation
You have a job with some very useful skills and associated
abilities. Your vocation should be tied to an appropriate
quality or qualities.
This merit includes benefits and obligations inherent in the
job, including: the ability to arrest and detain, obligations to
report, access to restricted areas and duty to maintain
patient confidentiality. Should you lose your job, these
benefits and obligations are lost, but the associated skills
are not.
Examples include: Exterminator, Probation Officer,
Landlord, Lawyer, Tattoo Artist
Weapon Specialist
You gain +1 Damage Rating when using a weapon within
your focus. Ex. Pistol, Rifle, Shotgun, SMG, Assault Rifle,
Blunt, Sword, etc. Which you must select when you take
this merit.

Reputation
You have a reputation that affects how people relate to you.
Ex. Knows About Everything, Loyal, Brutal Streetfighter,
Trustworthy. +1 or -1 die to Persuade or Presence where
appropriate.
Resilient
You are particularly resilient to poison, drugs, disease and
extremes of temperature. +2 die to relevant rolls.
Requirements: Brawn 3
Sinner
When the GM grants you Fortune for indulging in your Sin,
you gain twice as much Fortune.
Stone Faced
You do not suffer the effects of stress as often as others.
You are shaken at 4 stress, terrified at 6 and catatonic at 8
stress.
Survival Instinct
You recover from stress faster than most. You overcome
1D6 stress every 15 minutes of tranquility and safety.
Tough
Moderate Injuries absorb 9 damage from an attack instead
of 6. The second moderate injury in a single fight soaks 6.
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Flaws
Flaws hinder the character in exchange for experience.
Flaws don’t have mechanics, but rather provide
opportunities for the GM and player to further challenge
the character in exchange for additional experience. Any
session in which a character actually suffers from a Flaw,
they get an additional experience point. If the character is in
debt, but isn’t hassled by the loan shark that session, they
earn no additional experience even though they didn’t buy
things they might have if they didn’t owe to such people.
While a character can have multiple flaws, they may only
gain one experience bonus per session from flaws.
Allergy
You suffer horribly when you encounter your allergen
Big Mouth
You run at the mouth in the wrong situations and never
know when to shut up.
Bigot
Some minority or minorities raise you ire in a way you find
difficult to hide.
Code of Honor
Your code restricts you behavior in a way that can often
cause difficulties.
Debt
Someone holds a debt over you that you cannot manage to
pay off.
Dependant
Someone relies on you for their survival.
Fat
Your obesity interferes with many of your activities. You tire
easily and have trouble squeezing through small openings.
Guilty
You feel the weight of your sins upon you. Whenever you
earn Fortune for sinning, you earn one less Fortune.
Habit
You have an unhealthy or irritating habit that you find
difficult to give up.
Illiterate
You cannot read.
Injury
You have one permanent injury from the Moderate Injury
list or any form the Severe injury list.
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Insanity
You have one insanity from the Insanity list.
Mean
You are a cruel person.
Reckless
You do not adequately prepare for dangerous situations.
Shitbird
You are not liked among your peers. You have a history of
untrustworthiness and failure.
Short Fuse
You fly off at the handle and must make Resolve rolls to
avoid confrontation. Botched rolls mean you become
violent.
Vengeful
You find it hard to forgive and seek retribution at any
perceived slight.
Warrant
You are wanted by authorities.

Finished Characters
After seven steps, Ingnatius is a completed character. A
player and GM may wish to negotiate starting possessions
depending on the campaign the GM has planned. Usually
crashers don’t own a great many things as they are poor
and desperate.
Determining a character’s role within the group of PCs is
also useful. Why is this character working with the other
PCs? Are they related? Did the do time together? Does one
owe the other money?

Ignatius Krup - Transportation Specialist
Motivation: Prestige
Sin: Submission
Cardinal Abilities: Reflex (Drive), Streetwise
Talents: Athletics (Sprint), Brawn (Toughness),
Technology (Mechanics)
Weakness: Persuade (Bargain)
Superstitions: The "H Word" ,
Strike a Match Three Times & "Good Luck"
Merits: Night Owl,
Reputation: Frontiersman of the Underworld
Flaw: Reckless
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Die Rolls
Hellcrashers uses six-sided dice (D6s) in a dice pool
system. A player rolls as many D6s as the corresponding
quality.
A success is made from any die that results in 5 or 6.
All dice in Hellcrashers explode. This means if the die
results in a 6, an additional D6 is rolled and added to the
dice pool. This additional die can also explode.
When rolling an inept quality (one whose rating is 0),
one rolls a single die, but only succeeds on a 6 (which
still explodes). Additional dice from exploding this roll
still succeed on a 5 or 6.
If an inept quality is cursed, it does not explode. If an
Inept quality is blessed, it succeeds on a 5 and 6, in
effect acting as an unblessed Poor quality.
A specialty adds a single die to the relevant dice pool.
So a character with Athletics 4 and a Leap specialty
would roll 5 dice to jump from one rooftop to another.
If a quality or roll is cursed it can only roll a success on a
6 (which still explodes). Additional dice from exploding
this roll still succeed on a 5 or 6.
If a quality or roll is blessed, it can roll a success on a 4,
5 or 6. Additional dice from exploding this roll still
succeed only on a 5 or 6. If a quality that is cursed
receives a blessing, for the time when both the blessing
and curse are active, neither affect this quality.
Bonuses & Penalties
Bonuses and penalties affect a character’s rolls through
the addition or subtraction of dice from a dice pool. This
is done before a roll is made.
Bonuses are used when a situation is more favorable to
a character than a normal roll of their quality would
represent. A bonus may be applied because an attacker
has surprised an opponent or a burglar is picking an old
and feeble lock. Usually a bonus of +1 die is enough to
represent a significant advantage, but a GM may choose
to apply a +2 if the advantage is impressive enough.
Penalties are used to represent hindrances and
obstacles to success.. A penalty may be applied because
an attacker has a low ceiling and is swinging a large
weapon or a burglar is facing an expensive security
system on a government facility. Usually a penalty of -1
die is enough to represent a significant disadvantage,
but a GM may choose to apply a -2 if the disadvantage is
impressive enough.

Cumulative Penalties
Penalties stack upon each other; a character suffering
from multiple sources of hindrance adds all the
penalties together to determine how many dice are
removed from their dice pool.
Legend Kligrapp has suffered enough stress to be Shaken
(-1), enough damage to be Bruised (-1), has a sprain
wrist (-1) and is trying to climb a rain-slick (-1)cliffside.
He uses a Fortune point (+3) and rolls his Athletics
(Climb) at a total of –1 die.
Cumulative Successes
Some tasks rely on a number of successes to achieve a
goal. The GM assigns a time for each roll and the
number of successes necessary to complete the task.
Should teamwork be an option, multiple characters can
earn successes toward the task.
The team is searching a giant warehouse in Bulgone for
a single coffin-sized box. The GM decides each roll costs
the team 4 hours of searching and will be found if they
accumulate 10 successes. With all five of them
searching, they get 9 successes total on the first roll!
Unfortunately, members of the Unmerciful Parade
return to the warehouse shortly after that. The team
quietly sneaks out and plans to return in the morning.
Opposed Rolls
Often the success of one depends on the failure of
another. Usually, both roll their opposing qualities and
compare the number of successes. If both have equal
successes, the opponents then compare the actual
totals rolled on the dice, failures included. Should the
totals still match, then neither side wins or loses. The
victory is usually suspended for the round and the
struggle continues next round.
Sneaking from the warehouse, each team member rolls
their Streetwise (Stealth) quality because they are in an
urban environment. The GM rolls the Perception (Notice)
of the Grim Majorette and gets 1, 5, 6 and 2 for two
successes. The party all roll 3 or more successes except
Grayson, who rolls 4, 6 and 5. Since both Grayson and
the Majorette scored two successes, they then compare
totals and find that Grayson’s total of 15 barely beats
the Majorette’s total of 14.
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Fortune
No hellcrasher survives long without both skill and
caution, but no hellcrasher survives at all without luck.
Fortune points can be spent to help a crasher by adding
three dice (before rolling) or by allowing a character to
re-roll any dice pool. Only one fortune point may be
spent in a single round.
A crasher starts each game session with fortune points
equal to their Luck score. Though fortune can be gained
through other methods, it cannot surpass the crasher’s
Luck quality (without the Gambler merit).
Fortune can be gained mid-session as well:
The GM can offer one or more fortune in return for
a player to indulge in their character’s motivation
or sin in such a way that it hinders or hurts the
party or even just the character.
Should a character find a complete day to relax
without stress or danger, surrounded by those they
trust and love, the character regains one fortune
point.
The GM may award Fortune for teamwork or
exceptional role-playing.
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Blessing
Once per session, a character reach deep inside
themselves or call on something greater than
themselves for a chance to achieve the exceptional. A
character can bless a single roll before it is rolled.
The Dedicated merit allows a character to bless more
than one roll in a game session.
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COMBAT
Combat can be an exciting adventure blah, blah,
blah. Here is how you get a shank of steel between your
ribs.
Combat Rounds
Time in Hellcrashers combat is measured in rounds that
are about 6 seconds long. While you can throw lots of
punches in that time, you can usually only make one
unarmed "attack" in that time. This is some deliberate
abstraction for the sake of organizing combat into
something easy to follow, which real combat isn't.
Elements of Combat
1. Initiative
2. Attack
3. Damage
4. Injuries
Specialties in Combat
Several specialties are used to calculate formulas
specific to combat. For instance, Resolve (Pain
Tolerance) is used when calculating the amount of
damage at which a character is Bruised (Resolve x2) +2.
So a character with Resolve 3 and a specialty Pain
Tolerance would be Bruised at 10 damage, Since its
Resolve is effectively one higher within that specialty.
When this occurs, the Specialty related to the formula
will be listed separately from the formula to avoid
confusion.
1. Initiative
Initiative is an opposed roll (see page 9) that determines
the order in which multiple action’s effects occur.
Everyone aware of a combat situation and able to act
rolls their Reflex (Fast) quality as an opposed roll.
Matching totals act simultaneously.
One can hold their action to lower their initiative to the
point when a predetermined event takes place . (“When
anything comes through that door, I’m hitting it with a
pipe.”)
The player or NPC with the highest score acts first,
followed in descending order.
2. Attack
To attack another being, one rolls the quality associated
with the form of attack they use. Aim for firearms and
other projectiles, Brawn (Melee) for any hand-held
weapons and Brawn (Brawl) for unarmed combat. More
successes means a more powerful or well-placed attack
and causes more damage as result.

Avoiding Attacks
In response to an attack, an aware and able target can
dodge. A dodge must be declared before the attack is
rolled, though they need not have a superior initiative
score to their attacker. The Defensive I & II merits
reduces an attacker’s dice pool so long as the target is
aware of the attack.
Surprise!
If a character is surprised (through failed Perception for
example) They may not act, including dodge. In
addition, anyone attacking a surprised target receives
+1 to their dice pool. See the actions listed under
Complications for more complications that affect attack
dice pools.
3. Damage
Damage is the result of a successful attack. Each
weapon has a damage rating. When one or more
successes are struck with a weapon, the number of
successes and the weapon’s damage rating are
multiplied to determine the amount of damage
inflicted.
When a character suffers damage, they have a few
options. They can suffer:
the damage directly, which imposes penalties and
can kill a character.
a Moderate Injury which will reduce the damage
from a single attack by 6.
a Severe Injury which will reduce the damage from
a single attack completely.
As damage accumulates, a character is hampered by
their pain. There are four stages of damage status:
A character is bruised when they suffer damage equal
to their (Resolve +1) x2. Bruised characters suffer a –1
die penalty to all actions.
A character is battered at (Resolve +1) x3. Battered
characters suffer a –2 to all rolls.
A character is beaten at (Resolve +1) x4. Beaten
characters suffer-3 to all rolls.
Characters are dying at (Brawn +1) x5 damage.
The table below shows the amount of damage at which
one suffers various penalties. Note the chart provides
numbers up to 6 to afford for those with Resolve 5 (Pain
Tolerance) and Brawn 5 (Toughness).
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Dying
A dying character is completely helpless and can only
talk enough to cough out a cryptic riddle, last wish or
lamentation of past mistakes. Dying characters have
1D6 rounds to be stabilized or die forevermore.

If one receives proper hospitalization, they many roll an
additional D6 and select two dice to “keep”. This can
stack with the Bounce Back merit, in which case one
would roll 4D6 and keep 2 to determine time needed to
heal.

If a character is stabilized, 1D6 damage is removed. An
additional 1 damage is removed for each success rolled
to stabilize the character.

Severe Injuries eliminate all the damage of an incoming
attack. Severe Injuries are always permanent in nature
and almost always quite grievous.

If the character is still dying, the character will die in
1D6 hours if not stabilized again by proper medical
personnel and facilities (which remove 1D6 damage/
per success).
If proper hospitalization succeeds, but the character is
still dying, the character will die in 1D6 days. All these
rolls can explode.

Subsequent injuries acquired in the same fight have
lessened effects. The second moderate injury in a short
span only reduces incoming damage of a single attack
by 3. The second severe injury in a short span only
reduces incoming damage of a single attack by 6.
One cannot suffer a 3rd injury of the same type in a
short span of time without dying.

Healing
A character with damage heals damage equal to their
Brawn quality each day. A character receiving proper
hospitalization may heal Brawn+2 each day instead.
Armor
Some armor is worn by hellcrashers.
A standard Kevlar vest provides protection by reducing
3 damage from any firearms attack and 1 damage from
other forms of attack.
Riot Gear reduces both firearms and other damage by 3,
but one suffers a –1 penalty to both Athletics and Reflex
while wearing it.
4. Injuries
Injuries are taken to avoid damage, but have a great
cost of their own. Should a character take an injury,
they first suffer a round of shock, meaning they lose the
rest of the round in which they suffered the Injury, even
if they have yet to act. Furthermore, they cannot return
to combat until they succeed at a Resolve or Brawn roll.
The player may chose which they roll, but they may only
roll one each round, before their turn in the round.
Moderate Injuries reduce the damage of an incoming
successful attack by 6. Moderate injuries are often nonpermanent, but may deeply hinder a character for
weeks or even months.
Some moderate injuries will indicate a measure of time
in which they can be healed. Roll 2D6 (which can
explode) to determine how many Hours, Days or Weeks
must pass before the injury is healed.
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Basic Combat Complications
Actions
Actions are the label hellcrashers uses to separate
activities that require attention and focus (Actions) and
activities that can be performed simultaneously and do
not require attention and time (Free Actions). Usually
one free action is allowed each round without penalty.
Actions include: Attacking, Dodging, Sprinting, drawing
a weapon, reloading, reholstering a gun, taking
something out of a pocket, getting in a car, standing up
from being knocked prone or from a Belly Down stance
and many, many more.
Free Actions include: Saying a few words, dropping
something, dropping into a stance, etc.
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A character cannot take any
defensive measure while aiming
save staying in a stance or in cover,
so this is usually only used with
melee weapons when hidden and
directly preceding an ambush.
Dodge
When an attack is declared against
an aware character, the character
may chose to Dodge. A character
may only dodge if they have yet to
act in the round. Dodging is and
action that may be executed
before one’s turn in the initiative
queue and before the attacker rolls
their attack. Nonetheless, the
character’s initiative rank does not
change.
Basic Combat Complications (Cont.)
Multiple Actions
Should a character wish to attempt two actions or three
actions in the same round, they suffer a penalty equal
to the number of actions the character is taking to each
action. No more than three actions can be performed in
a single round. Multiple attacks with a melee weapon
must be performed with multiple weapons.
Coffin decides he would like to reload his pistol, fire his
pistol at the oncoming spider-screw and leap over his
car hood to land behind cover in one round. Reloading
his gun requires no roll, so any penalty is ignored for this
action. Since he is taking three actions, he incurs a –3
penalty to Aim and Athletics (Leap).
Two Weapon Fighting
Wielding two weapons simultaneously is difficult, but
allows a character to make multiple melee attacks in a
single round. Two Weapon Fighting is a Multiple Action
with an additional –1 penalty to properly coordinate a
weapon in each hand. Additionally, without the
Ambidextrous merit, a character wielding a weapon in
their off-hand suffers an off-hand penalty (-1).
Aiming
By spending a round only aiming a firearm or a melee
weapon at a viable target for one round and doing
nothing else, the character receives a +1 bonus die to
attack that character with that weapon the following
round. If a character suffers damage in the round they
aim or the following round before they have attacked,
they lose the bonus.

A dodge is a Reflex (Dodge) roll. Each success removes
a die from the attacker’s dice pool. To dodge, a
character must have room to retreat or terrain which
allows obstruction from the attacker’s view.
Moving in Combat
Characters can move 10 feet without penalty in a
round. A character can sprint as an action. Each success
on an Athletics (Sprint) roll allows the character an
additional 10 feet in a round.
Dead to Rights
Dead to Rights is a movie standard. Once you get the
drop on someone and tell 'em to "stick 'em up". After
one round, the Dead to Rights action grants the weapon
holder with a minimum +3 dice in Initiative and a +1 die
to attack for one round if the victim of Dead to Right
decide to attack or bolt.
Helpless Targets
If a combatant wishes to kill a bound, sleeping and
otherwise helpless target and has the ability to stand
next to the target without risking any harm from
combat, they succeed. No roll required. A GM may
chose to add some small chance for failure if it seems
reasonable and serves some purpose for the story, but
usually they just die. Dying characters qualify as
helpless.
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Melee Complications
An All-Out Attack grants a character a +1 to an attack,
but give anyone attacking that character a +1 to attack.
An opponent can be Disarmed by making a melee or
brawl attack at a –2 penalty and then winning a
contested Brawn roll. An attack to disarm can be
avoided like any other attack.
A character may attempt to Grapple an opponent by
succeeding in a non-damaging brawl roll. Once
grappled, an opponent’s (and your) options are
narrowed. Grappled combatants can attempt to break
from a grapple as a free action once each turn through
a contested Brawn (Brawl) roll or both can chose to
drop the grapple at the same time. Further attempts in
the round must use an action. An action may also be
used to make an unhindered brawl attack each turn.
Only very small weapons can be wielded while in a
grapple, such as broken bottles, knives and claws.
Once an opponent has been grappled, a Pinning attack
can be made the following round. Pinning attacks are
also a non-damaging brawl roll. The only action a
pinned combatant may take is an attempt to break the
pin as a contested Brawl action. Pinned combatants
are no longer considered grappled and cannot attempt
to break free as a free action, nor may they attack their
opponent.
A Knockout Attack is made with a blunt weapon and
suffers a –1 die to attack and damage rating. Should a
target suffer enough damage to be Dying, they instead
suffer the Moderate Injury: Concussion with this roll.
1 (1D6 rds.), 2 (2D6 rds.), 3-4 (3D6 rds.), 5-6 (4D6 rds.)
Some objects, while useful in combat, were not
properly designed for fighting. These unwieldy and
poorly– balanced weapons have a note of Improvised
(or Imp.), meaning anyone wielding this type of
weapon in combat suffers a –1 penalty to their To Hit.
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Firearms Complications
A Called Shot allows a character to target parts of a
body or smaller targets in general. A target the size of a
small dog or a human leg incurs a –1 penalty. A target
the size of a housecat or a human head incurs a –2
penalty to attack.
Range Any target in short range affords an attacker +1
die. At Long Range an attacker suffers a –1 penalty and
at Very Long Range, it increases by –2.
For a normal Heavy Pistol, Short Range is 10 feet,
Medium Range is 30 feet, Long Range is 50 and Very
Long Range is 60 feet. For a normal Rifle, Short Range is
15 feet, Medium Range is 50 feet, Long Range is 100
and Very Long Range is 200 feet.
Cover penalizes a ranged attacker. An attacker suffers a
penalty of –1 if about half a target is visible and –2
should only a head and shoulder be visible. Should the
target be completely hidden, they cannot be targeted.

Belly Down usually provides a Cover of -2 or more, but
one cannot dodge melee or brawl attacks, may only
move 5 feet a round and standing up from Belly Down
costs an Action.
A Burst is a way of throwing more bullets at an
opponent without losing too much control of the
firearm. A burst expends 3 rounds of ammunition and
provides a bonus of +1 to To Hit.
Drop Lead means to rapidly empty one's firearm of
ammunition at one target. Dropping Lead expends all
the ammunition of a firearm containing at least 6
rounds and provides a +2 bonus to To Hit.
Full Auto is a function of fully automatic weapons. This
requires at least 20 rounds left in the firearm. It works
just as Drop Lead, but provides a +3 bonus to To Hit.
Alternately, Full Auto can incur a -1 penalty To Hit, but
affect up to 1D6 targets in a small area. If a character
uses a full auto function while only wielding the gun in a
single hand, the character suffers an additional –3
penalty.

Stances act as cover with some penalties. Taking a Knee
will provide a Cover of -1 but one may not move, dodge
melee or dodge brawl attacks in the round one benefits
from this.
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Injuries
The GM may choose to assign an Injury if one is
particularly appropriate. If not, when a character
accepts an injury, they consult the appropriate table.
Roll two D6s that are different enough to identify one
as a “1st die” and one as a “2nd die” to determine
what injury the character receives.
Moderate Injuries
Aching Joints
You have throbbing pains that distract from any
physical activity. –1 to all physical rolls until you are
under the effects of a painkiller or you spend a minute
limbering up. Each time you rest, you will need to
limber up again to avoid the penalty. Permanent.
Bad Back
Your back screams in pain when you try to lift too
much. –1 to Brawn for the rolls to lift of move heavy
objects. Permanent.
Bleeding
You take one damage every round, minute or hour
until you receive First Aid.
Broken Ankle
You suffer a -1 to any roll requiring use of your legs.
You do not have any free movement and must make
use of the sprint action to move in combat. Weeks to
heal.
Broken Arm
Any roll requiring the use of this arm is Cursed. Weeks
to heal.
Broken Fingers
Any roll requiring use of this hand is Cursed. Weeks to
heal.
Broken Jaw
You cannot talk properly until this injury is healed.
Weeks to heal.
Broken Leg
Any roll requiring use of this leg is Cursed. You do not
have any free movement and must make use of the
sprint action to move in combat. If you have two
broken legs, you cannot move on your own. Weeks to
heal.
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Broken Nose
You are in shock for 7 - Resolve (Pain tolerance) in
rounds. You suffer - 1 to you Presence as you stuffednose voice and swollen eyes do not make for a
powerful impression. You cannot smell. Days to heal.
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Moderate Injuries (cont.)
Broken Ribs
All physical activities suffer a -1 die penalty. Weeks to
heal.
Clicking Knee
Your knee clicks loudly. You suffer a -1 to Stealth
(Streetwise or Survival) rolls. Days to heal.
Clot
You have a clot waiting to kill you. It does nothing right
now, but if you ever get Clot again, you die instantly.
Permanent.
Concussion
Your Aim score is Cursed. Hours to heal.
Roll 2D6. The lowest result die determines how many
rounds you are unconscious, the higher determine how
many minutes you suffer a -1 to all die rolls.
Or
Roll 4D6. The lowest two result dice determine how
many rounds you are unconscious, the higher two
determine how many minutes you suffer a -1 to all die
rolls.
Distinctive Scar
Your scars are memorable and hard to ignore. You
suffer a -1 to Presence (Seduction) rolls. No rolls are
needed to identify or remember you. You lose the
Nondescript merit. Permanent.
Exhausted
You have pushed yourself past you limits. You suffer a 1 to all rolls until you rest for an hour or more. One hour
to heal.
Four Eyes
Your eyes have been damaged. Your sight-based rolls
are Cursed unless you use glasses or contacts.
Permanent.
Glass Jaw
You are more prone to being stunned in a fight. Your
Resolve is treated at -1 for the purposes of calculating
injuries. Permanent.
Inflexible
You can’t bend over so well. Any task requiring enough
flexibility to touch your feet is Cursed. Permanent
Internal Bleeding
You will suffer 1 damage/ hour until you receive
competent medical attention in a medical facility. First
aid will not do. Days to heal.

Locking Hip
You hip locks up at the worst of times. You suffer -1 to
dodge rolls. Days to heal.
Missing Teeth
You lose 1D6 teeth. Permanent.
Numb Fingers
You have lost sensitivity in your fingers. Any roll
requiring delicate or precise handwork or manual sense
of touch is Cursed. Permanent.
Open Wound
Any additional Moderate Wounds you take before the
Open Wound is treated in a competent medical facility
are Severe Wounds.
Persistent Cough
You've sustained some damage to your lungs that
causes you to cough regularly. You can spend an action
to make a Resolve roll to stop coughing long enough to
aim a gun or sneak past a guard (one round per
success). Permanent.
Pulled Muscle
Your Athletics is Cursed. Minutes to heal.
Ruptured Ear Drum
Any tests involving balance or hearing are Cursed.
Weeks to heal.
Sprained Wrist
Any roll requiring the use of the hand suffers a -1 .
Hours to heal.
Torn Shoulder
You feel a sharp pain in your shoulder when you use it. 1 Brawn and related Athletics rolls. Weeks to heal.
Twisted Ankle
You suffer a -1 die with use of this leg. You only have 5
feet of free movement each round. Days to heal.
Twisted Guts
Your stomach and/or intestines have been damaged so
badly that you suffer a -1 to all rolls for an hour after
you eat. Spicy food is even worse. Permanent.
Weak Knees
You've taken a bad knock to your leg, causing pain
when you climb stairs or stand up. It takes you two
Actions to stand up from being knocked down.
Permanent.
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Severe Injuries
All Severe Injuries are permanent.
Brain Damage
Your brain has suffered physical trauma. Education and
one other random quality is Cursed.
1. Aim
2. Perception
3.Persuade
4. Presence
5. Resolve
6. Reflex
Bum Leg
Your leg has been severed or otherwise ruined. With
prosthetics you can walk, but any relevant Brawn,
Reflex or Athletics roll is Cursed. You do not have any
free movement and must make use of the sprint action
to move in combat.
Castration
Only men can suffer this injury. You also suffer the
Moderate Injuries of Bleeding 1 dam/rd. and Internal
Bleeding 1 dam/hr.
Deaf
You have little or no ability to hear any more. Any
hearing based rolls are failed.
Disgusting Scar
You have had your nose severed or suffered an equally
vile disfigurement. You lose the Nondescript merit.
Your Presence is Cursed.
Failing Health
Failing organs or grievous infections have ravaged your
health. Your Athletics quality is Cursed.
Fragile
You are prone to suffer terribly when assaulted
physically. Your Resolve and Brawn are considered to
be -1 for purposes of calculating injuries.

Missing Eye
You have lost an eye. Aim is Cursed. If you get this
injury twice, you are blind.
Missing Fingers
You lose 1d6-1 (minimum 1) finger(s). You suffer -1
penalty to use that hand for each finger severed.
Missing Meat
A significant amount of muscle and tissue has been
destroyed. A random quality is Cursed:
1-2 Athletics, 3-4 Brawn, 5-6 Reflex.
Nerve Damage
Nerve damage has destroyed your reaction time. Your
Reflex quality is Cursed.
Ruined Hand
Your hand has been severed or otherwise ruined. It
cannot be used to hold a weapon or make a fist.
Slow to Heal
You recover from damage at half normal speeds: You
heal your Brawn in damage every 2 days.
Speechless
By biting off half your tongue or having your throat
savaged, you have little or no ability to speak clearly.
Spine Injury
Your spine has suffered significant damage. Your
Brawn Quality is Cursed.
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Insanity
Insanities are very similar to injuries mechanically.
When a character is exposed to psychologically stressful
situations, they suffer stress.
As stress accumulates, a character is hampered by their
reactions. There are three stages of stress status:
A character is shaken when they suffer 2 stress. Shaken
characters suffer a –1 die penalty to all actions.
A character is terrified at 4 stress. Terrified characters
cannot fight or face down stressful situations or
creatures only run away.
A character is catatonic at 6 stress. Catatonic characters
don’t talk or fight or perform any actions other than
mutter and beg. They can be led around easily, but will
do nothing else.
A stressful event or creature has a stress value. This is
how many D6s that are rolled when characters
encounter it. Each success inflicts a stress on the
characters encountering it.

A character can resist stress by rolling their Resolve
(Stress Management) as a free action. Each success
cancels a success made by the situation of creature.
If a character accepts a permanent insanity, all current
stress is eliminated.
Stress values decrease in potency for every time a
character has rolled to resist it or a similar stress.
The first time a character encounters a plague dog, it
has a stress value of 3. By the time a character has
faced three plague dogs, they have learned to keep
their head when facing them. It is important to record
each stress encounter on you character sheet for this
reason.
Also, a character that has accepted a permanent
insanity, does not suffer stress from that source
anymore, but retreats into their insanity to protect
them. Any stress points gained in this way are not
accumulated, but instead become hours in which the
character suffers from extreme forms of their insanity.
One heals from stress by being in a relaxed, safe
environment for 30 minutes or more. Each half hour of
safe and tranquilly survival, a character can recover
from 1D6 stress.

Examples of Stress
Stress 1
Being attacked, Finding the corpse of a stranger or
Finding oneself lost for hours.
Stress 2
See something that is not dangerous but clearly
supernatural, Running for your life, Finding a mutilated
corpse.
Stress 3
See something that is hostile and clearly supernatural,
Witness the great suffering of a stranger, Be forced to
commit a terrible crime.
Stress 4
Witness a scene of terrible gore, Witness the horrible
death of someone you know, Be betrayed by someone
you love.
Stress 5
Be tortured, Witness the horrible death of someone
close to you, Face a true demon.
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Permanent Insanities
Addiction
You need something to get through daily life. Should
you go without, you suffer cumulative penalties.
Avoidance
You avoid the subject of your insanity physically and
emotionally. Should you be forced to face it, your
Presence is Cursed until the situation ends.
Compulsion
You repeat an unnessesary behavior. Should you be
prevented from doing so, you suffer -1 to all rolls until
you do so.
Delusion
You have some fantasy linked to the subject of your
insanity from which you cannot be unconvinced.
Additionally, when discussing the subject of you
Delusion, your Persuade is Cursed.
Depression
Your Depression hits you some days worse than
others. Roll 1d6 each day. If you roll a 1 or 2, your
Resolve is Cursed for the day.
Fatalism
You think story is already written and cannot be
changed. You start each session with no fortune
points.
Forgetful
Your partial amnesia causes you many problems. If you
are in a stressful situation, your Education is Cursed.
Hysteria
When the going gets tough, you hyperventilate. In
stressful situations, your Presence is Cursed.
Murderous
You are filled with violent urges to kill things that
provoke or scare you. You can roll Resolve to resist the
urge.
Narcissism
You become overly concerned witn your appearance.
You become distracted or anxious when you are
unkempt, suffering a -1 to all rolls.
Nightmares
You have terrible nightmares that plague you. Roll 1d6
each day. On a 1, your Resolve is Cursed for the day.
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Obsessive
You think about something
continually. In its
presence, you cannot
focus on anything else and
your Perception is Cursed.
Paranoia
You see danger
everywhere. It is difficult
to trust others. When not
surrounded by the safety
of your own making,
Persuade is Cursed.
Phobia
You are terrified by
something. In its presence
all rolls are Cursed.
Shot Nerves
You are slow to react and
awkward in body language. Your Reflex is Cursed if you
have taken any damage or injuries in the current
scene.
The Shakes
You can't look 'em in the eye no more. If you are
aiming at something that can see you, your Aim is
Cursed.

Alternate Chargen
Here is provided an alternative, slightly more
complicated character generation. With this, a new
character starts with rating 2 (Typical) in all qualities
and gets no specialties, merits or flaws without buying
them.
A character starts with 35 experience points to spend
how they choose. Should a character buy a quality
down to poor (1) They gain 2 additional experience to
spend. More or
less experience
points may be
allowed by you
GM depending on
the campaign.
Steps 1, 2, 3 and 6
of character
generation
remain identical.

